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Hi all and welcome to the March 

newsletter. As I am writing this, the sun 

is shining and it is a great day to be out 

and about. The club would like to wish 

Bernie B. a speedy recovery as he is not 

well at the moment and we hope he is 

home soon. I would like to thank all of 

the people who assisted in the Bunnings 

BBQ this month and a special thanks to 

those new members WHO were there as well.  

We have a new supervisor for the toy group and I would like 

to thank Peter Myers for putting his hand up to take it on, it is 

much appreciated. At the moment we are having great roll 

ups at all sessions, which is great to see. Camaraderie  around 

the club is the best I’ve ever seen, so keep it up. The club 

recently attended a Cape Paterson Festival and a Inverloch 

Expo which went over very well. I would like to thank those 

members that assisted with these two events. 

Remember we are having an Easter Shop soon. If you’re 

intending to put items in for sale, don’t forget to put your 

name on the roster sheet which is on the noticeboard in the 

clubrooms. The dates for the shop are from April 11 to 23. If 

you want to get things ready for sale, I suggest you start 

making more items in the workshop at home or at Club 

sessions. I hear that John DiStefano’s segmented turning 

classes are quite full and there are a lot of people (cont P2) 
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 The Wonthaggi Woody 
Wonthaggi Woodcrafters 

P. O.  Box  477 Wonthaggi 3995 

Jean Meltzer Centre 

239 White Road 

Wonthaggi  3995 

Mar/Apr? -  Vietnam Vets Open Day (TBC) 

Mar 18th -  Inverloch Expo 

Mar 31st - Annual subscriptions due 

Apr 4th - Committee Meeting 

Apr 11th - General Meeting 

May 2nd - Committee Meeting 

May 9th - General Meeting 

May 6th - Bunnings BBQ 

June 6th - Committee Meeting 

June 13th - General Meeting 

 

 

DIARY  2021 

WOODTURNING: Regular Sessions 

    Monday 9 am to 12 noon     -  Hartley Tobin:  5997 6328          

   Neil Lenne:  5678 5736 

    

,   Monday 1pm to 4pm  John DiStefano:  0481 480 812 

    Monday 5 pm to 8 pm           -  Michael Bladen 0428 270 850 

    Wednesday 1pm to 4pm       -  Lionel Wood:  0409 695 950 

    Friday 9 am to 12 noon         -  Hartley Tobin:  5997 6328  

   Neil Lenne:  5678 5736  

    

SEGMENTED TURNING: Regular Sessions  

    Friday 9am to 12 noon      -  Neil Lenne:  5678 5736 

WOODTURNING: On-demand Sessions  

    Friday 1 pm to 4 pm  Hartley Tobin:  5997 6328 

TOY GROUP: Regular Sessions 

    Tuesday 9 am to 4 pm      -  Peter Myers  0413 122 103 

PYROGRAPHY: Regular Sessions  

     Friday 1 pm to 4 pm         -  Michael Bladen:  0428 270 850 

SCROLL SAWING: Regular Sessions 

     Wednesday 9 am to 12 noon -  Lionel Wood:  0490 695 950 

BANDSAW BOX MAKING: On-demand Sessions 

    Monday 1 pm to 4 pm       -  Marion Kerry:  0409 010 843 

JOINERY & SMALL FURNITURE MAKING: Regular Sessions   

Thursday 9am to 12 noon    -  Syd Gordon  0434 614 573 

CARVING: Regular Sessions  

      Friday 9am to 12 noon      -  Harry Smith:  5674 8078 

   Lionel Wood:  0490 695 950 

 

As a courtesy to workshop supervisors and other 
participants please advise in advance if you are unable 

to attend your regular session. 

WOODIES WORKSHOP SESSIONS 

www.wonthaggiwoodcrafters.com.au 

mailto:wonthaggiwoodcrafters@gmail.com
http://www.wonthaggiwoodcrafters.com.au
http://www.facebook.com/wonthaggiwoodcraftersinc
http://www.facebook.com/wonthaggiwoodcraftersinc
mailto:woodiessec@gmail.com
mailto:woodies.newsletter@gmail.com
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SAVINGS ON EXPENDABLES 

The club has expendable items purchased in bulk

(sandpaper, super glue, Shellawax, EEE, etc.) for 

sale at Club cost price. We also have earmuffs, 

safety glasses and Covid-safe masks if you’ve 

forgotten to bring one. If you are interested in 

purchasing any of these items see your session 

supervisor for prices and availability. 

 MEMBERS’ BIRTHDAYS FOR MARCH 

A very happy birthday to the 

following Members –  Kaye 

Illingworth, Frank Dunienville, 

Tony Hughes, Eric Thorpe, 

Amanda Robbins, Ric Fallu, 

Gordon Garbutt, Rowena 

Matcock, Shane Gilmore. 

There are still some birthdays not on our records. If 

we’ve missed you, please let Alan Hurst know or email 

woodiesnews@gmail.com  

UPCOMING  EVENTS  NEWS 

Last month’s mystery tool -  An 18th Century 

Rounder Plane  - also known as rotary plane, used 

to create accurate tenons or for rounding spindles 

for chairs.  THIS MONTH’S MYSTERY TOOL ….. 

 

WHAT TOOL IS THIS? 

Easter Shop - A reminder that a shop has been       
arranged for over Easter, covering the two weeks of 
the school holidays. The shop is the same venue in 
the Plaza Arcade that we’ve had for Christmas for a 
number of years.  Michael Bladen will be the Shop         
Manager for this event. All members are encouraged 
to put items in for sale. As usual it is expected that if 
you put items in for sale you will also put your name 
on the roster to man the shop. The roster sheet is on 
the Club noticeboard. Lex has already sent out sales 
record sheets for details of your items and sales cards 
are available in the Club meeting room. More details 
will be publicised as we get closer to the event. 
 

Bunnings BBQs - A roster sheet is on the noticeboard 
for the May 6th Bunnings BBQ. Please help our Club 
by putting your name down to help out. 
 

Resumption of General Meetings - In February we 
had our first General Meeting for some time.       
However the March meeting wasn’t held because it 
was a Public Holiday. It is expected GMs will be     
conducted each month from now on. A free sausage 
sizzle will be available at the April meeting. 
 

Training/Accreditation on major machinery use is 
being arranged by Syd.. There is a signup sheet on the 
notice board. The sheet is for you to indicate your 
preference for training on machines that you need to 
use. Syd will then contact you to arrange a mutually 
convenient time. Thursday mornings are generally 
best for Syd, or speak to your session Supervisor.  
 

Newsletters from other Clubs - A reminder that 
Newsletters that we receive from other Woodwork-
ing Clubs are emailed on to all our members. There is 
some great information and ideas in these           
newsletters and they are all well worth a read. 
 
Timber available at the Woodies - There is still a   
substantial amount of excess timber available at the 
Club. Some is on the workbench outside the turning 
room and there are also slabs of Pine and Camphor 
Laurel behind the machinery shed. 
 

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS 

A warm welcome to recent new member - Stephen 
Edge. We hope you enjoy being part of the Wonthaggi 
Woodcrafters. If you have anything you wish to ask or 
discuss at any time, please speak to one of our Session 
Supervisors or a Committee Member. Alternatively, do 
not  hesitate to ring President, Neil Lenne or Secretary, 
Lex Van Saane. Of course this applies to ALL members.  

interested in learning, so I hope this is a good outcome for 

you to start making some segmented pieces for yourselves. 

Just a reminder there is a sheet on the noticeboard for 

those people wishing to do training on any of the 

equipment that we have in the machine shop. If you want 

to be accredited, put your name down so that Syd or the 

supervisors can arrange for you to do the training and be 

marked off. I am doing a club shirt run and the sheet is on 

the noticeboard. If you would like a shirt they are $47 and 

you must have your name down and money upfront before 

I will order the shirts. I have just heard my wife call out 

that there’s a cuppa on, so I will sign off now and 

hopefully catch you around the club.  Cheers, Neil. 

CLUE:  Very old - 

15th century. But 

tradies, especially  

carpenters and 

woodworkers still 

use something     

similar today. 

mailto:woodies.newsletter@gmail.com
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MEMBER PROFILE 

Denis Marsh 
 I grew up in Mount Waver-
ley and married Karen in 
1988 at Olinda.  We have 
two children, both currently 
at university. 

During my working life, I 
spent 40 years working in the 
superannuation industry. 
The last 25 years I worked 
with NAB in information 
technology.  I’m hoping to 
retire in next few years.  I 

moved to the Bass Coast to get away from the busy city 
life.  My wife and I have holidayed here for over 30 
years.  My parents had a holiday house in the 80’s and 
90’s.  I even had my 21st birthday at Inverloch, so we 
were always destined to live here. I love the beaches, 
trees and open spaces, and of course, the friendly locals.   

I feel the one person who has had an exceptional         
influence on my life is the Dalai Lama.  I have great admi-
ration for his living example of altruism and compassion.  

I have a variety of interests including local history and 
global affairs.  Road trips, gardening, woodwork, and 
beach walks fill in my spare time. 

When younger, I competed in gymnastics throughout my 
school years and I loved surfing when I was in my 20s. In 
further education, I completed a degree in biology.  

My earliest memories of involvement in woodwork,  
were making a boat and using a lathe in grade 5. These 
days I most enjoy working with tea-tree drift wood and 
other recovered timbers.  

I joined Wonthaggi Woodies when we moved to           
Inverloch and was keen to develop woodworking skills 
and learn from the woodworking masters.  What I like 
about the Club is being able to learn to use new tools and 
to meet new people.  I would like to be shown how to 
approach specific projects of interest, eg., how to make a 
dining table in the furniture group. 

 

MEMBER PROFILES 

I would like to continue publishing a Member Profile 

in each Woodies Newsletter. Feedback has indicated 

that it has been a popular inclusion over many years 

and members love getting to better know others, 

especially those new to the Club.      

It is not an onerous task, as about 1/2 a typed page 

is all that’s needed and I will provide you with a    

pro-forma and guidelines to help.  

Disappointingly, since the last Newsletter, I have 

written to 6 members asking if they will do a Pro-

file, and have had just one reply. Please help me to 

keep this segment of the Newsletter going.   Alan. 

 
 

Dad jokes are both beloved and despised - like 
corny puns, they're funny because they're so 
not funny. But what makes a dad joke different 
from a regular pun? The signature of a dad 
joke is that it's utterly uncool. Grandma may 
be the queen of nonsensical sayings, but Dad is 
certainly the king of cheesy jokes.  
 
Did you hear about the kidnapping at school – It’s 
all fine, he eventually woke up. 
Why couldn’t the bicycle stand up by itself – It 
was two tired. 
What do you call a man with a rubber toe? –  
Roberto. 
Want to hear a joke about paper? – Never mind, 
its tearable anyway. 
What do you call a Mexican who has lost his car? 
– Carlos. 
Why don’t skeletons go trick or treating? –        
Because they have no body to go with. 
Why did the coffee file a police report? – It got 
mugged. 
Why do you never see elephants hiding in trees? 
– Because they are so good at it. 
What is brown and sticky? – A stick. 
What did the grape do when he got stepped on? – 
He let out a little wine. 
 

Thanks to Syd Gordon’s daughter for this lot - 
and a couple more??  Oh, alright then. 
How do celebrities stay cool? They have lots of 
fans.  
Why are spiders so smart? They can find          
anything on the web.  

DAD  JOKES 
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A reminder that ANNUAL SUBS of $60 are due by 30th 
March 2022.  Payment may be made at any time by 
direct deposit to the Club’s Bendigo Bank account using 
the following details - 
Please note your name and the word FEES on your 
deposit so that the Treasurer knows what it is for. 
 

In the name of Wonthaggi Woodcrafters Inc.  
BSB:   633 000 
A/c : 155 675 507 
 

The above payment method is preferred, however your 
subs may also be made by EFTPOS at the Club by asking 
a session supervisor. 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS  
 

 

 

 

TIPS AND TRICKS 

Here’s some more entertainment and great ideas: 

20 Woodworking Tips For The DIYer 
https://diyjoy.com/diy-woodworking-tips/ 

Tricks of the trade - heaps to learn here 
https://www.popularwoodworking.com/category/tricks/ 

Woodworking how to - 
https://www.woodmagazine.com/woodworking-how-
to/shop-tips 

NEW SESSION RULE - ALL GROUPS 

Your Committee has discussed at length issues related to   

keeping workshops clean and tidy, replacing equipment 

after use and maintaining equipment for everyone’s use 

and benefit. Problems associated with this have been    

detailed in previous newsletters and meetings. Unfortu-

nately, although things have become better since sessions     

resumed in January, there is still a need for improvement. 

SO, as of Monday 21st Feb., work at ALL workshop         

sessions will conclude at least 10 minutes before the     

normal finishing time. This 10 minutes will be solely for 

cleaning up - vacuuming, sweeping and cleaning machines, 

replacing all equipment in its allocated spot and ensuring 

all aspects of the workshop are ready for the next group to 

begin work when they arrive and for Supervisors to be able 

to leave the workshop at the same time as participants. 

This timing is NOT OPTIONAL, we want all groups to       

adhere to it. During this 10 minutes or so, participants can 

also talk to Supervisors about any issues with equipment, 

including maintenance concerns. 

Please support this initiative for the benefit of all 

members.  

There are lots of spiders in our gardens at the          

moment and John DiStefano found this beauty. A very 

colourful specimen, about 1cm in size. Does anyone 

know what it is?  
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SHOW AND TELL SHOW AND TELL cont. 

Bandsaw box in the shape of a tree. Also by Syd     
Gordon, this is a work in progress and is made from    
Blackwood and Radiata pine. There is still a hill to 
fashion to mount it on and sanding of the insides.  

These two bud vases made from Cedar and Silky Oak 

and finished with Aussie Oil, created by Syd Gordon. 

I enjoy turning pens, bowls, etc. for the sheer pleasure of  

making something pretty, sometimes I like to design and make 

something that is all about functionality. However my most 

recent project was an attempt to deal with the problem of 

holding up a laundry basket when putting up and taking down 

laundry. 

 We have a simple clothes line comprised of a rope between 

two pulleys attached to posts at the side of our house. So 

attaching some sort of frame to one of the posts seemed like a 

practical approach, and being able to fold it out of the way 

also seemed desirable. After a bit of doodling, I came up with 

the design shown in the photo. It’s made from a small sheet of 

plywood (cut into 3 pieces) and a few pieces of 1cmx3cm pine. 

It took me a few sessions in the club’s furniture shed, using the 

table saw, drop saw, bandsaw, sander, drill press and hand 

router, to cut the pieces out and assemble them. Then I 

brought it home to screw onto the post and check it works. 

Since then it’s been taken down and given a few coats of    

exterior polyurethane. 

The interesting thing about designing and making something, 

is that you inevitably come up with ways of improving the  

design. In this case I’ve learnt that trying to screw several bits 

of timber onto an irregular roundish vertical post can be hard 

to do and almost impossible to get everything neat and      

horizontal. So I’m considering an improved version that has 

the unit completely assembled independent of the post, and 

then simply bolted to the post. 

My thanks to Syd, Anne, Hartley and others who helped me 

with their advice and encouragement. 

Colin Goodwin. 

Red gum crush grinds ,Blackwood bowl, Lemon   
Scented Gum ball, all made by Neil Lenne 
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SHOW AND TELL cont.  

I have been combining my hobbies of sewing and 

woodturning to make some pin cushions. 

By way of a little background …. former Woodies club 

member Bruce Talbot and a few fellow turners from Phillip 

Island and surrounds have continued to meet at Bruce’s 

place in Newhaven on a fortnightly basis since his passing 

last year. 

 As many Woodies know, Bruce and Bernie Billman 

(Cowes) ran Turning Down Under weekends for over 20 

years in the Cowes CYC facility and also had regular        

sessions at their respective homes where they guided and 

helped other wood turners develop their skills. 

 Bernie passed away in July 2021 and when Bruce’s health 

deteriorated, he was keen to ensure the group continued 

to meet and share their love of woodturning and did not 

disband when he passed away. Bruce’s wife Caroline was 

very supportive of this idea and the group now meets   

every second Sunday – continuing to share ideas and     

remember both Bruce and Bernie. 

During a recent session, I brought along a pin cushion that 

I had bought from the Woodies stall at one of the    

Newhaven Quilt Exhibition weekends a number of years 

ago. Caroline told me that Bruce and one of the other 

turners had developed a jig and “process” to make these 

pin cushions. Mick was very happy to share the jig and the 

process with me and after making a couple of cushion pads 

on one of the Sunday sessions, I have been able to         

recreate the jig and process at home and make a few 

more.  The process starts with making the cushion pad and 

then turning a base to fit the pad.  I have made a few 

different sizes – with a variety of fabrics. 

It is great to be able to combine two different hobbies 

and  make practical items – and of course continue to re-

member Bruce and Bernie and all the encouragement and 

help they provided over many years to local wood turners. 

Imelda Daly 

Below:  This beautiful natural edge bowl  was made 

from Redgum by John DiStefano. 
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INVERLOCH  EXPO 

The Inverloch Expo was conducted at the Hub in Inverloch 

on Friday evening. It was a first time event and being from 

4pm to 7pm, we weren’t sure what to expect. However, 

there were over 40 stall holders promoting Inverloch and 

surrounds community groups and a good constant crowd 

was in attendance. Thanks to Lex & Frank, I think we had a 

successful time and hope we may potentially get a few 

new members and some support for our Easter Shop. 

BOWNA  TURNABOUT 

After missing out in 2021, the Bowna Turnabout 2022 
went ahead on the last weekend in February. For the 
first time, Meryl and I took the opportunity to arrive a 
day earlier on the Thursday afternoon. Setting-up was 
much more relaxed than the usual rush on the Friday. 

For those who are unfamiliar with this type of event, 
this one is held at the Ingenia Holidays Lake Hume, 
originally The Great Aussie Holiday Park, about 30 
minutes’ drive from Albury.  

There are at least five similar events throughout    
Australia, however unfortunately Cowes TurnAround 
has had to close. Our friend ‘Robbo’ lists them all 
(with contacts) on his Facebook page. 

This year there was a surprise. Lake Hume was full, 
right up to the edge of the park and we had to share 
the park with three Angling Clubs. They didn’t get in 
our way and I don’t think we got in theirs. 

There was a ‘minute’s silence’ for a number of         
previous attendees who had not made it through the 
last two years. 

On a brighter side, it was ‘catch-up’ time for friends 
from previous events, the opportunity to make new 
friends and a chance to swap ideas, wood and even 
stories that have nothing to do with woodturning. 
Meryl and some of the other spouses, not involved in 
woodturning, took the opportunity to exercise,    
walking some of the tracks in the park. 

In conclusion, I am happy to talk with any of our Club 
Members who might like to attend this or other simi-
lar events. A important reminder is that, in most cases 
numbers are limited, so early bookings are essential. 

Hartley Tobin 

The items Hartley made on his weekend at Bowna, includ-
ing Olive, Sheoak, Camphor Laurel and Banksia bowls, and 
two segmented vases. The two pentagon shapes are part 
of something Hartley planned a couple of years ago but 
never got around to, so he made them into small dishes.   

Hartley and other turners at work at the Bowna            
Turnaround, giving us an idea of the setup in the hall. 
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**** Answers on Page 9, but don’t look yet - see 
how many you can get correct first **** 

 

1. What is the smallest country in the world? 

2. One of Robin Hood’s merry men. 

3. What is the smallest Australian State or Territory 
capital city? 

4. What is the smallest Australian mammal? 

5. Who sang ‘Tiptoe Through The Tulips’. 

6. Blonde petite Aussie female singer of the 70’s. 

7. What are made out of ticky-tacky and all look the 
same? 

8. In a previous era, if your smalls were on the 
clothes line, what would they be? 

9. Who sat on a tuffet? What is a tuffet? 

10. In a nursery rhyme, who lost her sheep? 

11. In area and population, what is the smallest 
country in South America? 

12. Who said ‘the sky is falling’? 

13. What town did Superman grow up in? 

14. What is the smallest planet in our solar system? 

15. What is the smallest wind instrument in a 
standard orchestra. 

16. What is the smallest ocean in the world? 

17. Located northeast of Papua New Guinea, what is 
the world’s smallest island nation?  

18. What is the smallest bird in the world? 

19. What is the Battle of Little Big Horn better known 
as? 

20. A town west of Melbourne, near Geelong. 

21. What were Phillip Island’s Little Penguins 
previously known as? 

22. American born Aussie boxing commentator on TV 
Ringside in the 60s and 70s. 

23. The song ‘Little Red Rooster’ was sung by which 
famous band? 

24. A popular quirky female Aussie TV personality of 
the 70s and 80s. 

25. ‘Two Little Boys Had Two Little Toys’ was sung by 
which disgraced Aussie performer? 

26. What is ‘Tiny Towns’? 

A  SMALL, LITTLE, TINY QUIZ 
HERE’S A VARIETY OF YOUTUBE 

WOODWORKING VIDEOS WORTH 

LOOKING AT: 

Physics Funshop – amazing! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5dylh2aOiw 

Wood Carving - FORD RAPTOR Special Edition 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=PlqQmVAHh98 

Working with resin - rooty firewood to beautiful 

vase 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4vsnSrzj8E 

Scroll Saw Silhouette Night Light  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zD7L_m-

_hk 

GADGET MAN 

Trade Scriber 

ScribeTec 

For precise and      

accurate scribing. The 

handheld ScribeTec is 

perfect for a number of applications including          

architectural mouldings, cabinet trim, counter-tops, 

and a variety of other projects. With the ScribeTec 

you can easily maintain consistent offsets and stay 

parallel to your surface.  AVAILABLE FROM TIMBECON  

for $15.50  + delivery 
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JOKE OF THE MONTH 

What’s the best thing 

about Switzerland? 

I don’t know, but the flag 

is a big plus. 

 

Whilst the Covid-safe rules have eased somewhat, 
at the Woodies some current rules, which reflect 
Govt. requirements/suggestions, should still be        
followed. 

1. You must be double vaxxed. 

2. Use hand sanitiser/wash hands regularly. 

3. Keep 1.5m apart wherever possible. 

Also Woodies requirements - 

1. Bring your own cup/mug and personal    
safety items - face shields, ear muffs,         
respirators, gloves, etc. 

2. Write your name legibly in the sign-in book. 
This is essential for our insurance cover. 

STAY COVID SAFE AT THE WOODIES 

Send any relevant articles, photos 

of interest, items to buy or sell, 

woodworking tips, tricks and jigs, or 

just any general suggestions for the 

Newsletter to - 

woodiesnews@gmail.com 

SMALL, LITTLE, TINY QUIZ ANSWERS:  

1) The Vatican  2) Little John  3) Darwin  147,000      

4) Long tailed Planigale weighs just 2.6 to 6.6 grams.      

5) Tiny Tim  6) Little Pattie  7) Little boxes  8) Under-

wear  9) Little Miss Muffet.  A footstool  10) Little Bo 

Peep  11) Suriname  12) Chicken Little  13) Smallville  

14) Mercury  15) Piccolo  16) Arctic Ocean  17) Nauru 

18) Hummingbird  19) Custer’s Last Stand 20) Little 

River  21) Fairy Penguin  22) Jack Little  23) Rolling 

Stones  24) Jeannie Little  25) Rolf Harris  26) A very 

popular board game 

Did you know that the woodworking sector has one 
of the highest accident rates in the manufacturing 
industry and you could also be at risk, even as a hob-
byist? Contact with cutters and blades causes most 
accidents, but slips and trips, dust and noise are also 
common hazards that cause accidents and ill health. 
So clean up your mess and don’t let it pile up around 
you. Slips and trips are commonly caused by -  

 Tangled power cords 

 Ladders lying round 

 Paint tins, buckets and other random containers 

 Untied shoelaces or inappropriate shoes eg. 
thongs or sandals 

 Leftover wood & wood shavings piling up       
underfoot 

 Heavy items overhead not secured well enough 

 Poorly stacked storage containers 

 Wet or otherwise slippery surfaces 

Some other common-sense good advice - 
1. Always know who is nearby for help and have 

phone numbers handy. A mobile phone in the 
workshop is a good idea 

2. Have an emergency plan  

3. Have a suitablly equipped first aid kit in the 
workshop 

4. Wear the right clothes and footwear 

5. Get the dust under control with an effective  
extraction system 

6. If in doubt, ask for help or advice before       
continuing with any aspect of a project 

7. Install good lighting, especially over machines 

8. Practice good lifting habits - hernias and back 
injuries aren’t fun 

9. Take regular breaks … or when you feel your 
focus or concentration is lapsing 

10. Never work under the influence of alcohol or 
drugs, including prescribed medications that 
you know may cause drowsiness or other side 
effects 
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45-61 McKenzie St, 
Wonthaggi 

Ph:   5671 4000 

10b/286-288 Maroondah Hwy,     

Chirnside Park 

Ph:  9727 0611 
33 -35 Murray Street, Wonthaggi 

(directly opposite Woolworths Supermarket) 
&  2460 Bass Hwy, Bass (in the Service Centre) 

THANKS TO WONTHAGGI WOODIES’ SPONSORS 

********  They support us, please support them  ******** 

80-82 Osborne 

Ave Springvale Victoria 3171 

(03) 8549 9999 

U6/3b Newlands Road 
Reservoir, VIC 3073 

Phone: 03 9448 8300 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO NEWSLETTER SEGMENTS? 
If you have any funny stories, articles, Tips, Tricks & Jigs, favourite gadgets, items to sell or buy, interesting websites,   

pictures of things you’ve created or work in progress, send them to -    woodiesnews@gmail.com 

Articles must be received no later than the 16
th 

of the month please, to be included in the next Newsletter.  

WOODIES CLASSIFIEDS 
There are two categories; ‘For Sale’ if you have any tools or equipment you want to liquidate, and “Wanted” for those of you 

who are looking for preloved tools or equipment that other members may be willing to part with. There is no cost. 

All you need to do to get an advert in, is write a short description (including contact details) of the item that you are selling, or 

wish to buy and send it to woodiesnews@gmail.com along with any photographs where appropriate. 

Entries must be received by 16th of the month to be included in the next newsletter. Items will appear in two 

consecutive newsletters unless otherwise requested. 

23 Inverloch Road, Wonthaggi Ph:  5672 1677 

Unit 2, 10-14 Capital Drive, Grovedale 
Ph: 03 5243 0522 

THE  WONTHAGGI  WOODY  is the monthly 
newsletter of Wonthaggi Woodcrafters Inc.   

NEWSLETTER EDITOR -  Alan Hurst 

woodiesnews@gmail.com 
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